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This edition of Curriculum Perspectives continues some of
the discussion raised in previous editions about the opportu-
nities and challenges presented by new and distinctive con-
structions of school curricula and the degree to which such
curricula reforms deliver on their promises.

Lindelani Mnguni’s paper, ‘Citizenship education and the
curriculum ideologies of Natural Sciences and Life Sciences
curricula in South Africa’, raises some important concerns
about the prevalence of particular ideologies and the degree
to which they can undermine attempts at curriculum reform.
Mnguni contends that despite previous efforts to address the
inequalities and injustices of the apartheid regime by
emphasising citizenship education, findings reveal that a
citizenship-centred ideology has not been achieved in the
Natural Sciences and Life Sciences curricula investigated in
South Africa.

Taking a related approach, Amy Morris and Cathie
Burgess’ paper is based on their analysis of the intellectual
quality and inclusivity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander content in the 2003 and 2012 New South Wales
Stage 5 History syllabuses. The authors argue that although
the Australian Curriculum’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Cross Curriculum Priority (CCP) was introduced into
the NSW 2012 Stage 5 History syllabus with the aim of im-
proving student engagement with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander histories and cultures, this has not been achieved.
They argue that the paucity of intellectual rigour and in-
depth understandings about Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander histories, cultures and peoples in the syllabus docu-
ments will not redress those misinformed understandings of
Indigenous cultures that permeate the Australian schooling

and fail to meet the intended requirements of the Australian
Curriculum.

Little is known about curricula, schooling and the types of
programs and instructional strategies used in youth detention
centres both nationally and internationally. In their paper,
Bronwyn Ewing and Grace Sarra draw from the first eighteen
months of a three-year study aimed at addressing the signifi-
cant gap in the research related to incarcerated Indigenous
young people, schooling, disabilities and the mathematics cur-
riculum. Indigenous and low Socioeconomic status (SES)
youth involved in detention in the juvenile justice system in
Australia have historically underachieved in mathematics.
The authors’ study involving one hundred and twenty incar-
cerated young people, and a mathematics teaching team of ten
teachers who participated, aimed at investigating how to close
the gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous students’
understanding of mathematics. Their paper makes a signifi-
cant contribution to understanding the learning needs of these
disadvantaged and marginalised youth and how their needs
might be met.

Readers of this journal are well aware that over the last
decade in Australia, a major structural shift from state-based
control to a national approach to curricula has resulted in the
development of an ‘Australian Curriculum’, and that this has
been accompanied by considerable debate about the strengths
and weaknesses of the new national curriculum document.
Notable in these debates is the concern that there has been
scant consideration of the theoretical principles underpinning
this attempt at curriculum reform. By way of contributing to
curriculum scholarship, the Australian Curriculum Studies
Association (ACSA) has proudly released a new publication,
edited by Alan Reid and Deborah Price, which explores some
of the debates and tensions around the architecture of the new
national curriculum in Australia as well as the challenges to its
successful implementation. The Australian Curriculum:
Promises, problems and possibilities, examines a range of
questions about the first national curriculum with reference
to how concerns about it played out, and how the outcomes
of these debates are represented in the curriculum text.
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In the journal’s Australian Curriculum section, one of
Australia’s leading curriculum scholars, Professor Lyn Yates,
provides a comprehensive invited review essay of The
Australian Curriculum: promises, problems and possibilities.
Yates discusses the book’s attempt to include more than twen-
ty varying perspectives on the Australian Curriculum, with
chapters ranging from its context and its political implications
to the Learning areas, General capabilities, Cross-curriculum
priorities and issues of assessment, as well as chapters
assessing the curriculum’s adequacy in terms of various kinds
of diversity and inclusiveness. At one level, Yates discusses
value and the difficulty of bringing together these different
kinds of perspectives and reflects on what they represent as
an insight into the current forms of Australian curriculum
inquiry. At another level, she raises questions about the
broader purposes of education in a democracy; and of the
complexity of interactions between national frameworks such
as the Australian Curriculum; political purposes; and educa-
tional practices within schools, amongst others.

By way as a ‘taster’ for the book (Reid and Price 2018),
Nicole Mockler’s chapter, based on her keynote address de-
livered at the ACSA National Symposium in Sydney in
October 2016, is included in this edition of Curriculum
Perspectives. Mockler takes up Grumet and Yates’ challenge
to understand curriculum as Ba projection towards a future as
well as a drawing from the past^ (2011, p. 245) by exploring
some of the contemporary enabling and constraining factors
for curriculum integration in Australian schools. Mockler’s
work serves as a timely provocation in the continuing discus-
sion about what matters in the education of young people. She
asks - how can teachers ‘work the tension’ between those
enabling and constraining factors she identifies to be more
than functional ‘curriculum deliverers’? In doing so,
Mockler makes a case for an active engagement between
teachers and students rather than a content-based plan or test-
ing agendas as the way towards realising an authentic curric-
ulum in Australian schools.

The set of papers in the Point and Counterpoint section,
Guest Edited by Tonia Gray, provide an overview of what
curriculum change-makers are doing to foster young people’s
curriculum entitlement to learn outdoors and the creative ways
in which outdoor pedagogy can be realised. Indeed, these
papers provide rich insights into why Outdoor Learning -

‘learning for, with, and about the natural environment’ - must
be included in the curriculum. Gray refers to international
research that supports the benefits of student-centred outdoor
learning and nature immersion for health, wellbeing, creativ-
ity, brain function and development. In her introduction to
these papers, Gray notes with specific reference to the
Australian context, that it was only after lobbying from peak
industry bodies and outdoor professionals that the indepen-
dent statutory authority responsible for the development of a
national curriculum, the Australian Curriculum and
Assessment Authority (ACARA), finally recognized the im-
portance of Outdoor Learning in 2017.

In the Book Review section, Sofia Mavropoulou, discusses
the features and emphases of a publication aimed at assisting
parents and early years educators to prepare and support
young children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in
their schooling. Autism, a condition that affects an individ-
ual’s ability to interact with the world around them, has wide-
ranging levels of severity and varying characteristics.
Mavropoulou considers the book’s merits in providing those
parents and early childhood educators seeking to obtain
knowledge of specific behavioral strategies, with guidelines
to foster school readiness that, in turn, will contribute to suc-
cessful school experiences for children with ASD.

Finally, a flyer for The Australian Curriculum: promises,
problems and possibilities is included in this edition - please
share it with your curriculum colleagues. The book will be
launched at the International Association for the
Advancement of Curriculum Studies (IAACS), co-hosted
with ACSA and the Australian Association for Research in
Education at the Melbourne Graduate School of Education,
University of Melbourne, in December 2018.
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The Australian Curriculum:

Promises, problems

and possibilities

Edited by Alan Reid and Deborah Price

Over the last decade, Australia has been in the process of imple-

menting a national curriculum.

The move from state-based control to a national approach 

marks a dramatic shift in the Australian education system, and 

so raises a number of significant questions: Why and how did 

this happen? What were the debates, disputes and processes 

that led to the current version of what is called the Australian 

Curriculum? To what extent does it meet the future needs of 

Australian society? Is it a national curriculum, or do the states 

and territories still really retain control? What might happen 

from here? What should happen from here?

Within the book’s 284 pages, many of Australia’s leading 

curriculum scholars explore such questions about 

Australia’s first national curriculum. The book will assist in 

understanding and analysing the debates and tensions 

around aspects of the architecture of the Australian 

Curriculum, how these played out, and how the outcomes of 

these debates are represented in the curriculum text.

The book has been structured into six parts and is designed to 

be read as a whole, or in parts, or as individual chapters. It 

will be of interest to a wide range of academics, pre-service 

teachers, school-based educators, policy makers and anyone 

interested in Australia’s national curriculum.

To order your copy of The Australian Curriculum: Promises, problems and possibilities, 

contact ACSA on 02 6260 5660 or order online www.acsa.edu.au
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The Australian Curriculum: Promises, problems and possibilities is available for $105.00 each (GST inclusive) for ACSA members 

and $125.00 each (GST inclusive) for non-members. Postage and handling is $23.30 (GST inclusive) within Australia. For multiple 

copy orders, please contact ACSA on 02 6260 5660, or e-mail accounts@acsa.edu.au

The Australian Curriculum: Promises, problems and possibilities

CContents

Introduction, Alan Reid and Deborah Price

Part 1: The Australian Curriculum: An overview
1. The journey towards the first Australian Curriculum - Alan Reid
2. The Australian Curriculum and its conceptual bases: A cri�cal analysis - Angela Scarino

Part 2: The Australian Curriculum and its architecture: Learning areas
3. Blowing and blundering in space: English in the Australian Curriculum - Brenton Doecke, Larissa McLean Davies and Wayne 

Sawyer
4. The Australian Science Curriculum: Realising the opportunity? - Deborah Corrigan 
5. The Mathema�cs learning area: Conforming, reforming or transforming? - Merrilyn Goos
6. The contexts, concepts and condi�ons for the development of the learning areas of technologies: Produc�ve contradic�ons 

or a curriculum fossil?  - Marilyn Fleer
7. The Humani�es and Social Sciences: Developing ac�ve and informed ci�zens for a changing world - Libby Tudball
8. The Australian Curriculum: The Arts – a cri�cal opportunity - Robyn Ewing
9. Health and Physical Educa�on: Transforma�ve poten�al, proposi�ons and pragma�cs - Dawn Penney
10. A�ending to diversi�es through curriculum design: The case of languages in the Australian Curriculum - Michelle Kohler and 

Angela Scarino

Part 3: The Australian Curriculum and its architecture: General capabilities, cross-curriculum priorities and assessment
11. General capabili�es in the Australian Curriculum: Promise, problems and prospects - Rob Gilbert
12. Cross-curriculum priori�es: S�rring the passions and a work in progress? - Deborah Henderson
13. Assessment: The trilogy of standards, evidence and judgement in Australian educa�on reform - Claire Wya�-Smith and 

Lenore Adie

Part 4: Learner diversity: The Australian Curriculum and the opportunity to Learn
14. Curriculum for all? Exploring poten�als for (in)jus�ce in the Australian Curriculum - Marie Brennan and Lew Zipin
15. Will the na�onal curriculum improve Aboriginal educa�on? Enacted curriculum and its conundrums - Lester-Irabinna Rigney
16. Looking for the rural: Epistemic absences and cultural silence - Philip Roberts
17. An Australian Curriculum that includes diverse learners: The case of students with disability - Deborah Price and Roger Slee

Part 5: Some Reflections
18. Curriculum integra�on in the 21st century: Some reflec�ons in the light of the Australian Curriculum - Nicole Mockler 
19. A na�onal curriculum in a federal system? Historical tensions and emerging complexi�es - Glenn C. Savage 
20. The na�onal curriculum in Australia: A response to and ar�cula�on of globaliza�on - Bob Lingard

Part 6: Epilogue
21. Knowledge, pedagogy, democracy: Reclaiming the Australian Curriculum - Bill Green
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